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BOATING CENTER CONSTRUCTION TO BE COMPLETE: By June 1, the site should be ready for 
the public and the fencing should come down.  A few more touch up items after that and the nine month 
project will be done; and it is very nice. There are new rest rooms, a new parking lot, incredible landscaping, 
new paths, an entrance patio, a glass image of the lake in the courtyard, new dock walkways, a larger bike 
rack, a new water fountain, a real salt marsh (yet to grow), a rock garden at high tide, a spiffy, three sided 
bulletin board, and most of all, a new bulkhead wall to keep the whole thing from falling into the Lake.  So 
come on down to the Boating Center. You’ll be impressed. Volunteers; we now resume meeting at the office.  
 
CLIMATE CORNER: They may not care, but the Koch brothers have stepped over the line.  So much in 
fact that a letter is circulating among the nation’s scientific community asking museums to “cut all ties with 
the fossil fuel industry and funders of climate science obfuscation” (read Koch Brothers – who funded an 
exhibit at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History that leaves visitors with the impression that 
climate change is part of the Earth’s natural cycle, and that humans can adapt to it – as if we have tens of 
thousands of years to do so).    In addition, fifteen non-profits, including the Sierra Club and Greenpeace, 
have started a petition to remove David Koch from the board of trustees.   
 
But the exhibit is just the tip of the iceberg.  A Koch funded group has persuaded members of congress to 
sign a pledge opposing federal action on climate change. Using money from their heavy investments in the 
Canadian tar sands, Koch funded individuals and groups promote climate change denial and undercut climate 
science, environmental regulations and clean energy.  Deliberately, they have made themselves icons of anti-
science, greed, and disregard for our environment.   
 

 
  Tar Sands  airtreeswateranimals.blogspot.com    Monte Wolverton - beforeitsnews.com 
 
“One of the magical beliefs in the museum world is that you can take money made from questionable 
practices such as high carbon dioxide emissions and destruction of the environment and somehow this 
money is now pure because it’s been taken by museum” said Robert Janes … editor-in-chief of the peer-
reviewed journal Museum Management and Curatorship.” (Inside Climate News, March 24, 2015).  
Hopefully something will change.  If not, we’ll end up with the worst climate that the Koch’s can buy for us. 



 
INVASION OF THE SEA HARES: Well, they are not really hares, but they are brown, and about the size 
of a football.  Dozens of them have recently been seen near the entrance to the channel during periods of low 
tide. There they have been contentedly grazing on sea lettuce, our dark green, cool weather algae.  Sea slug is 
a better name because they are mollusks, relatives of clams, squid etc.  And if you check the October, 2010 
issue of “Tidings” you will see that they have been here before.  They tend to follow warmer waters, and 
their presence here is an indication that our Lake, like the oceans, is warming due to climate disruption.  
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In China, they are fried in sauce.  In Hawaii, they are wrapped in leaves and cooked.  Joel asks if we can 
market them as Lake Merritt escargot with several cloves of garlic and a whole stick of butter.  Lake Chalet, 
are you listening?  Hmmm; it might be better to just let them eat the algae.   
 
According to Wikipedia, sea hares are often used as a method of eradicating nuisance algae and cyano-
bacteria ("red slime algae") in reef aquariums. The hares usually do an excellent job, but when they have 
eaten all of the algae and cyanobacteria they often shrink from starvation and eventually starve to death. 
Many reef keeping clubs have started programs where groups of hobbyists "share" a single sea hare among a 
large group.  Other marine creatures, such as some jellyfish, also shrink if kept without food.   
 
BIRD COLUMN: Bustling Baby Birds at Lake Merritt 
The highlight of the May 4th-Wednesday Golden Gate Audubon bird walk was a mixed flock of juvenile 
Oak Titmice (all gray, with just a bit of the adult crest showing) and Dark-eyed Juncos (brindled reddish 
brown, looking like nothing on earth, especially their black-hooded parents) playing in and under the oaks 
near Children's Fairyland, with an adult or two of each species looking on. We also saw half a dozen juvenile 
Canada Geese on the lawn between the playground and the maze: half the size of the adults and covered in 
gray-brown plush like so many goose-shaped teddy bears. 
 
Less good news, unless you have a serious need for quills to practice your calligraphy: the molt migration 
has started. Canada Goose population is on the rise, and the long flight feathers have begun to litter the 
ground; by late next month, it'll practically be possible to cross the lawn without stepping off the back of a 
goose. As always happens around this time of year, the geese are swapping out their whole flight suits. 
Unlike most birds, they lose all their primary feathers at once and can't fly for a few weeks, and so they need 
a safe place to hang out - and lots and lots and lots of them choose Lake Merritt, which offers lawns for 
grazing, the lake for retreat, and minimal harassment from dogs and people. There's no way to stop it short of 



draining the lake and paving the meadow and turning it into a skateboard park, so grin and bear it. At least 
the geese are entertainingly funny-looking as the feathers grow in.... 
 
The lake itself was thin of company - besides the still-nesting Double-crested Cormorants (a few retaining 
their crests) it was mainly Canada Geese and Mallards and mutt ducks, though we did see one lone lorn 
American Coot. Hank the rescue pelican did have a couple of White Pelicans visiting him, and several 
Brown Pelicans were checking out the rocks on the new boathouse shoreline. Our local Forster's Terns (the 
little guys with white wings and orange feet) were out in good numbers, and one Caspian Tern (gull-sized, 
with a red beak like a cocktail frank stuck on the front of his face) flew back and forth over the lake near the 
islands. 
 
All told, we saw 30 species of birds and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves despite cloudy skies and a shivering 
brisk wind, proving yet again that at Lake Merritt, every day is a good day.... 
 
INSTITUTE CONTRACT APPROVED FOR 2015 – 2017 (or 2019): Kudos to City staff at the Public 
Works Department and the Oakland City Council for awarding the Clean Lake Contract to the Lake Merritt 
Institute for fiscal years 2015 through 2017, and until 2019 if we do a good job.  The work is for professional 
services to provide cleanup, maintenance, monitoring, volunteer coordination, technical assistance and public 
outreach related to Lake Merritt.   
 
In recommending the contract award, the council agenda report noted: Since 1998 Lake Merritt has been 
listed on the 303d list of impaired Water Bodies by the Environmental Protection Agency of [sic] the State of 
California for trash and low dissolved oxygen (which affects the survival of aquatic animals in the lake). 
Because Lake Merritt is listed as an Impaired Water Body, the City is required to reduce litter in and around 
the lake, and increase dissolved oxygen. The scope of work included in this agreement allows the City to 
comply with state and federal regulations, and thereby avoid fines and penalties. In addition, the work under 
this contract will further the City's efforts to increase volunteers, improve the condition of wildlife habitat, 
and enhance the Lake Merritt's aesthetic value.  

 
 Volunteers: The people who help keep Lake Merritt Clean.       Left-Redwood Day School: Right-The Tuesday Crew. 

In accepting the contract, the Institute pays tribute to the volunteers who do much of the dirty work.  We also 
express our gratitude to our members, whose annual contributions and donations allow us to make ends meet 
and keep our public / private partnership with the city ongoing.   
 
DIRECTOR TO RETIRE: Dr. Bailey, founder of the Institute and Executive Director since 1995 (my how 
the time flies) will be retiring as of June 30, 2015.  Mr. James Robinson and Mr. Carl Bailey will be 
assuming co-director positions and Ms. Jesse Meade will continue in a part time capacity.  Ms. Constance 



Taylor of Wild Oakland fame will assume editorship of this newsletter as of September.   
 
Dr. Bailey will continue to serve on the Board of Directors, but will also transfer some of his attention to 
another estuary in Moss Landing, CA where he is now part owner of the Elkhorn Slough Safari.  If you 
desire a nature tour on a pontoon boat in one of California's largest wetlands and part of a National Estuarine 
Reserve located in central Monterey Bay, California, this is the place. The reserve winds inland many miles 
and provides an important feeding and resting place for wildlife. Each season is unique and you may be 
greeted in nature's dynamic playground by endangered animals, nesting birds, feeding sharks, sea otters and 
giant slugs.  More details on the tour can be found at www.elkhornsloughsafari.biz.   
 
In announcing his retirement Dr. Bailey expressed his gratitude to everyone in the city who have helped to 
make the Institute what it is today.  There have been multiple volunteers, board members, employees, city 
staff, mayors, agency directors, contract managers, and friends; we have seen widgeon grass come and go; 
we have witnessed a decline in the amount of trash in the Lake; and we have had our trials and tribulations 
with the city (e.g. you want to do what?).  Infrastructure around the park has been dramatically improved due 
to measure DD; mysterious creatures have come and gone; twenty volumes of newsletters have been written 
(most can be viewed at our website); and Oakland is undergoing a renaissance.  But mostly it has been about 
the Lake, the tidal waters, the calm serenity it provides, the unexpected happenings, and the wonderful things 
it offers.  The best part about the whole experience is knowing that the Lake will continue to be here, and to 
serve and be served by the people around it.  
 
RECENT SCENES FROM THE LAKE  

 
Left: Industrious activity is transforming part of the old 
parking lot into a plaza where students will assemble.   
 
Right: We have replaced the lexan plastic on our bandstand 
beach bulletin board with tempered glass, which resists 
graffiti much better.   

 
This edition of “Tidings” was published entirely with private funding donated to the Lake Merritt Institute, and not 

with funds from the City of Oakland.  To contribute to the Institute, use PayPal at our website or send a check to: The 
Lake Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Avenue, Oakland, CA 94610.  


